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These are the questions that inspired me to write this talk





Which brings us to the central question of this talk...







Set of logical steps run by a computer











https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Protected_group

Various laws to protect people from discrimination based on status in these 

categories

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Protected_group


Credit report can be contested/corrected



Who knows what fields they use… throwing examples out there from social media & 

devices

















Home square ft vs home price



Computer will adjust slope and intercept to reduce error – explain error



Now we have our linear model of this data



New input - new home on the market w/square feet



New predicted output - home price





Consider how this could be problematic – distribution of device ownership, impact of 

power outages on ability to tweet, etc.





Decision Tree classifier – classes can be likely to repay loan and not likely to repay 

loan, for instance.



Supervised learning



Model to separate classes (here in 2 dimensions)



New data point, classifier puts it in “likely to repay” group







Now modeling distribution of points



Same new data point, classifier puts it in “not likely to repay” group







Hundreds of thousands of camera trap images, scientists can’t go through them all 

manually, used to crowdsource, now algorithm identifies which ones contain animals 

(or even which animals are likely pictured)

https://www.newscientist.com/article/2127541-deep-learning-tells-giraffes-from-

gazelles-in-the-serengeti/



When to bring in community gang task force – what fields might be used? How might 

this be problematic?

http://www.sciencemag.org/news/2018/02/artificial-intelligence-could-identify-gang-

crimes-and-ignite-ethical-firestorm





How do we find groups of “similar” items?



3 clusters – maybe segmenting customers





Same data, 5 clusters





New parent cluster

http://cucis.ece.northwestern.edu/projects/Social/



Might data collection from existing policing patterns bias this model?

https://www.cs.umb.edu/~csyu/YU_resume%202016_01_08_files/yuPAKDD2014.pdf



Some other types of machine learning algorithms



Can you call it stereotyping if there are 50 input variables? Definition is “simplified” 

view.



Emily Crose’s project

https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/9knqv5/this-ex-nsa-hacker-is-building-an-

ai-to-find-hate-symbols-on-twitter



Vicente Ordonez Roman

Detected patterns can be used to generate new data/scenarios

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1706.01021.pdf

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1706.01021.pdf


Images on left are originals – to right are images with new people inserted by model

Detected patterns can be used to generate new data/scenarios

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1706.01021.pdf



Example of how each of these is developed



***Humans are making decisions at every step***







Blamed a glitch in the in-car computer system where data was entered

http://www.kxan.com/news/local/austin/hearing-focuses-on-dps-troopers-wrongly-

recording-drivers-race/994992819



https://www.cnn.com/2015/04/14/us/georgia-atlanta-public-schools-cheating-scandal-

verdicts/index.html



Google Photos labeled this person’s friends as gorillas.

most likely, training data didn’t contain enough examples of African American faces

(or, as Ines added, maybe the model doesn’t actually work well at all)

https://www.theverge.com/2018/1/12/16882408/google-racist-gorillas-photo-

recognition-algorithm-ai

https://www.theverge.com/2018/1/12/16882408/google-racist-gorillas-photo-recognition-algorithm-ai


They “solved” by removing the gorilla label (so now nothing can be labeled as a 

gorilla) instead of fixing their dataset and training so it didn’t label people as animals



https://www.bu.edu/today/2016/sexist-computer/

The word embeddings based on text over time were actually used to track the 

changes in how people were commonly stereotyped, by decade

http://www.sciencemag.org/news/2018/04/artificial-intelligence-reveals-how-us-

stereotypes-about-women-and-minorities-have

https://www.technologyreview.com/s/602025/how-vector-space-mathematics-reveals-

the-hidden-sexism-in-language/

https://www.bu.edu/today/2016/sexist-computer/
http://www.sciencemag.org/news/2018/04/artificial-intelligence-reveals-how-us-stereotypes-about-women-and-minorities-have
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/602025/how-vector-space-mathematics-reveals-the-hidden-sexism-in-language/


Vast majority of dataset represents “majority” class - Fraud detection – millions of 

good transactions, few fraudulent

Label everything as not fraudulent, can have a high accuracy, but doesn’t find the 

fraud



Explain each part of the grid (green classified correctly)



What is the cost of each of these errors? All 10 people with cancer were labeled as 

not likely to have cancer.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Confusion_matrix



Same 10 people with cancer and 990 people without, but different model. 5 cancers 

identified, 90 w/o cancers false positives. What is the cost of each of these errors?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Confusion_matrix



https://machinelearningmastery.com/how-to-handle-missing-values-in-machine-

learning-data-with-weka/

A NULL could be meaningful… if you drop everyone with a NULL in a certain column, 

you could be dropping a whole minority group - be sure you examine data

Could impute values, insert average, etc, may be inserting bias of rest of dataset –

just be aware of possible impact of your modifications during processing

https://machinelearningmastery.com/how-to-handle-missing-values-in-machine-learning-data-with-weka/


Framework came out of this: Reducing Bias Amplification – Vicente Ordonez 

(panelist)

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1707.09457.pdf

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1707.09457.pdf


Human decision-making is involved in every step



https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/10/opinion/sunday/youtube-politics-radical.html

YouTube’s algorithm deciding what to display to viewers amplifies conspiracy 

theories/ fake news:

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2018/feb/02/how-youtubes-algorithm-

distorts-truth

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2018/feb/02/how-youtubes-algorithm-distorts-truth


Is everyone going to look at the results and come to the same conclusion?



https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2018/mar/04/robots-screen-candidates-for-

jobs-artificial-intelligence?CMP=twt_gu





Recognition - group is erased by or invisible to a system

Denigration - offensive or culturally disparaging terms used to describe people (requires 

understanding of culture/history)

Exnomination - (like normalizing whiteness or upper-class by not naming it)

https://teamopendata.org/t/the-trouble-with-bias-kate-crawford-nips-2017/200

https://teamopendata.org/t/the-trouble-with-bias-kate-crawford-nips-2017/200


Cathy O’Neil Weapons of Math Destruction

https://amzn.to/2HjnT0O





Which brings us to the central question of this talk...

(or discriminatory in other ways?)





https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/07/opinion/artificial-intelligence-human.html









There could be a whole other talk on the definitions of “fairness” and how to 

incorporate into algorithms…

Note: don’t only count on minority members of team to do this work for you!



AI Now -“Fairness Forensics”

https://www.ted.com/talks/joy_buolamwini_how_i_m_fighting_bias_in_algorithms#t-

106117

https://medium.com/mit-media-lab/the-algorithmic-justice-league-3cc4131c5148

https://www.ted.com/talks/joy_buolamwini_how_i_m_fighting_bias_in_algorithms#t-106117
https://medium.com/mit-media-lab/the-algorithmic-justice-league-3cc4131c5148


https://arxiv.org/pdf/1707.09457.pdf

http://proceedings.mlr.press/v28/zemel13.html

https://dataspace.princeton.edu/jspui/bitstream/88435/dsp01vq27zn422/1/Hardt_princ

eton_0181D_10071.pdf

https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007%2F978-3-642-33486-3_3.pdf

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1412.3756.pdf

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1707.09457.pdf
http://proceedings.mlr.press/v28/zemel13.html
https://dataspace.princeton.edu/jspui/bitstream/88435/dsp01vq27zn422/1/Hardt_princeton_0181D_10071.pdf
https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007/978-3-642-33486-3_3.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1412.3756.pdf


https://events.technologyreview.com/video/watch/timnit-gebru-ai-limits-algorithms-fail/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2793&v=fMym_BKWQzk

Twitter thread from 4/15 (after talk) with more links to ethicists & lawyers: 

https://twitter.com/BecomingDataSci/status/985187318402306048

https://twitter.com/BecomingDataSci/status/985199263054524419

Crowdsourced document with more: 

https://twitter.com/ruchowdh/status/984810052694487040

https://events.technologyreview.com/video/watch/timnit-gebru-ai-limits-algorithms-fail/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2793&v=fMym_BKWQzk


Natalie Evans Harris (originally scheduled panelist, BrightHive & Obama 

administration OSTP) worked w/team on Data Science Code of Ethics



How to find me (twitter & blog) – I’ll post my slides on the blog and tweet a link

My goal today was to get you to start thinking about the ways your work impacts 

people’s lives - and arm you with information you can use to discuss this topic at 

work, etc.

I hope I’ve inspired some of you in this room to further study this topic, teach it, 

research it. Consult ethicists, legal experts, sociologists and people who study social 

bias. At a minimum, start thinking about it and stop pretending that because a process 

is computerized, it’s suddenly fair and free of human bias.

This was an overview to get us onto the same page so we can discuss further, let’s 

talk to our panel



(Introduce panelists)


